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(SPEAKER TRANSITION)
Motivation in the Forensic Vocational Arena

Linda A. Stein, MBA, Ed.M., CRC, CCM

Motivation

- Defined as something that energizes, directs and sustains behavior
- Intrinsic: internal drive to perform a particular task, and a sense of satisfaction that comes from the interest in and actual performance of the task or job that might develop in the opposite direction in lacking the right thing to do. Examples include achievement, responsibility and competence.
- Extrinsic: factors external to the individual and unrelated to the task they are performing. Examples include salary, promotion, feedback, working conditions, paid vacations, benefits, health benefits and retirement plans. These factors are controlled by others.
- According to Cognitive Evaluation Theory, one or the other type of motivation may be more powerful for a given individual.

Inspirational Professionals with Disabilities

- The story of Carol with quadriplegia
- The story of Carol with blindness
- The story of Janet with paraplegia
“Motivation is triggered when people are interested in the issue, find it personally relevant, and have time and energy to think about it carefully.”

“Individuals, must be capable of understanding it.”

Design for Intrinsic Motivation

- Create an environment that makes people feel good about participating
- Give users autonomy
- Keep the system as open as possible
- Question: How does the built environment of the prospective workplace promote or inhibit autonomy, mastery, and purpose?

Traditional Rewards System

- “If-then” rewards give us less of what we want, they can extinguish intrinsic motivation, diminish performance, crush creativity, and crowd out good behavior.

Important: For rule-based routine tasks, acknowledge that it can be boring but emphasize the rationale for why the task is necessary and important to the overall operation. Allow for people to control how to complete it, as much as possible, to foster a sense of autonomy. e.g. car assembly
Julia Harris Wexler, “Certified Executive Coach”

- “The latest research shows that having an impact at work is the leading factor responsible for employee retention, productivity, revenue generation and leadership potential.”
- Workers feel better about working when they feel what they do matters. Doing meaningful work overrides office amenities.

The Power of Less by Leo Babauta

“Motivation, in its best form, is a way for you to want to do something.”

8 Ways to Motivate from the Beginning:
1. Start small — start with an easy goal e.g. backward chaining
2. One goal and focus on it completely
3. Know the reasons — write them down
4. Really want the goal deeply
5. Commit publicly
6. Get excited about goal by seeing the benefits by visualizing in one’s mind
7. Build anticipation which increases focus and energy for the goal e.g. set a date to accomplish
8. Print it out; post it up e.g. one thing at a time

Ways to Sustain Motivation
- Slowly increase toward the goal, working up to it
- “Just start” — it’s never as hard as one thinks it would be!
- Think of it as a stepping stone towards the bigger picture
- Think you can do it, stay positive
- Think about the benefits — what will be gained
- Celebrate achievements in small steps
- Get through the low points of motivation among and across e.g. support networks
- Chart progress, reward success, overcome urges to quit by having a plan
- Find pleasure in the activity
Getting Praised, Raised and Recognized

- “When you have little faith that you can improve your condition, it’s a temptation to hide your frustration behind a crust of indifference. But with praise, you can change the mood of people and the flow of events; and relieve a stuffy emotional climate. Change your activities and maybe your job, too.”

- As a coach, encourage helping each individual feel important

- A sense of belonging will increase pride, morale and the quality of the work, e.g. Microsoft and early stock options

- Reinforce how essential the worker is to the total operation, as a sense of belonging fosters feelings of confidence and security, e.g. the importance of customer service at all points of service.

Getting Back to Work by L.K. Rolie

- “The secret of getting ahead is getting started. The secret of getting started is breaking our complex overwhelming tasks into small tasks and then starting on the first one.” (Mark Twain)

- “If people are to be happy in their work, these three things are needed: They must be fit for it; they must not do too much of it; and they must have a sense of success in it.” (John Ruskin)

- “Where your talents and the world’s needs cross, there lies your vocation.” (Aristotle)

- “Do what you can, with what you have, where you are.” (Theodore Roosevelt)

- “Treat people as if they were what they ought to be and you help them to become what they are capable of being.” (O.W. Goody) e.g. Helen Keller

Heart At Work by J. Canfield and J. Miller

- “The irony of the situation is that what motivates people the most takes so relatively little to do – just a little time and thoughtfulness for starters. In a recent research study of 1500 employees conducted by Dr. Gerald Graham, ‘Personal congratulations by one’s manager for doing a good job was ranked first out of 65 potential workplace incentives he evaluated. And 58% of the employees in the study said they seldom if ever received such a thank you from their manager. Second was a personal note for good performance written by one’s manager; 76% reported seldom if ever receiving a personal note of thanks from their manager.”
More from Heart at Work

- Involve those individuals you are trying to motivate – partner to come up with what would be rewarding e.g. monthly pizza party
- Ask employees what motivates them?
- “By helping them to reach their goals, you can unleash an excitement and commitment in them to want to do their absolute best.”
- In a study by the Families and Work Institute, “open communication” was ranked as the most important reason employees gave for taking their current jobs. Everyone wants to know what’s going on – especially as it affects them – and just giving them this information is motivating.

Employees
- Appreciation
- Feeling “in” on things
- Understanding Attitude
- Job Security
- Good Wages
- Interesting work
- Promotion Opportunity
- Loyalty from management
- Good working conditions
- Tactful discipline

Supervisors
- Good wages
- Job security
- Promotion opportunity
- Good working conditions
- Interesting work
- Loyalty from management
- Tactful discipline
- Appreciation
- Understanding attitude
- Feeling “in” on things

Career Intelligence by Barbara Moses

- Retention – “Maintaining Morale”
- Extremely effective strategy for maintaining morale and productivity is simply to be considerate and sensitive with people reporting to you and to be generous in giving feedback
- Another powerful yet simple strategy is the promotion of people’s self-esteem by giving them opportunities to achieve and to feel that they are important along with positive feedback for their efforts. Pay is not enough.
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FACTITIOUS DISORDER
- Intentional production or feigning of physical or psychological signs or symptoms.
- The motivation for the behavior is to assume the sick role.
- External incentives for the behavior are absent.

MALINGERING
- Intentional production of false or grossly exaggerated physical or psychological symptoms.
- The motivation for the behavior involves external incentives.

Examples of various testing measures:
- Minnesota Multiphasic Personality Inventory (MMPI): a psychological test that assesses personality traits and psychopathology.
- The Structured Interview of Reported Symptoms (SIRS-2): designed to provide a prescreening measure to detect malingering and subsequently reduce the number of individuals required to undergo more extensive assessments.
- Miller Forensic Assessment of Symptoms Test (M-FAST): developed as a screening instrument for malingered mental illness.
- Victoria Symptom Validity Test (VSVT): an effort measure that focuses on memory functioning and assessing possible exaggeration or feigning of cognitive impairments.
- Battery for Health Improvement 2 (BHI™ 2): assesses validity, physical symptoms, psychological, character, environment, and social factors that can impact response to normal course of treatment and recovery of patients being treated for pain and injury.

Additional assessment measurements:
- Test of Memory Malingering (TOMM): a visual recognition test designed to assist in distinguishing between malingered and true memory impairments.
- The Word Memory Test (WMT): computer-administered symptom validity test measuring verbal and nonverbal memory, with hidden measures contained in the test to assess validity of the taker’s test scores.
- Wonderlic New Motivation Potential Assessment (MPA): measures key characteristics and personality through 30 response-scale questions covering seven core motivational drivers: Cost, Reward, Inspired, Values, Enjoyment, Relationships, Stay.
- The Gordon Personal Inventory Profile (GPII): measures nine important personal characteristics and abilities through 30 response-scale questions covering seven core motivational drivers: Cost, Reward, Inspired, Values, Enjoyment, Relationships, Stay.